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GAMBLING REGULATION IN BRAZIL - MONTHLY UPDATE 

(November 02, 2017) 

 

The following informative briefing has been drafted to provide you with an update 

on the legislative process in Brazil regarding the legalization of gaming offering. For 

the sake of clarification, it must be noted that, according to Brazilian lawmaking 

and parliamentary procedure, any Bill of Law “sponsored” by one of the two Houses 

(Senate or Chamber) in a certain commission must be approved (or sent back to the 

relevant Commission) by the plenary. For this month's updates, we have separated 

the topics in chapters and included a section with the summary of the clipping of 

the most relevant news involving gaming in Brazil. All updates are in red for an easy 

identification.  

 

I – THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS TO DATE 

1. The Brazilian Congress has been discussing the legalization (and 

regulation) of gambling activities in Brazil since 2015. During the conversion of the 

Provisional Measure nº 671/2015 into Law 13.155, of August 4, 2015, fixed-odds sports 

betting was approved by the Congress and vetoed by the former President Dilma 

Roussef under the justification that “the creation of the fixed-odds lottery demands 

a broader regulation to assure better economic and legal security and adequate levels 

of fraud and money evasion control. Besides, the law didn’t contain any responsible 

gaming measures”. 

2. After vetoing the article that was meant to create fixed-odds sports 

betting, back on September 14, 2015, the former President held a meeting with 

congressional leaders to assess the feasibility of getting gaming offering approved by 

both houses. Subsequently, the President of the Senate introduced Bill of Law 186/14 

from the Senate in the Special Commission for National Development ("Commission of 

the Senate”). A few days later, another special commission (“Commission of the 

Deputies”) was created in the Chamber of Deputies to draft the Brazilian Gaming 

Regulatory Framework, based on another project, the Bill of Law 442/1991. 

3. On December 9, 2015, the Commission of the Senate approved Bill of 

Law 186/14. After an appeal by some members of the Senate, the Bill 186/2014 was 

sent to the Senate's plenary to be scheduled for the vote.  Meanwhile, the Commission 

of the Deputies continued working on Bill 442/1991. 



 

4. After extensive discussion, on August 30, 2016, the Commission of the 

Deputies approved the report on the new draft of Bill 442/1991, which was sent to the 

Chamber of Deputies' plenary to be scheduled for the vote. Also in August, the Bill of 

Law 186/2014 returned from the plenary to the Commission of the Senate and its draft 

was replaced by a new one, presented by Senator Fernando Bezerra, its new 

rapporteur. 

5. Since then, the rapporteur has presented several versions of the 

draft, the latest from November 4, 2016. On November 9, the Commission of the 

Senate finally approved the Bill of Law 186/14, and on December 14 a request from 

Senator Magno Malta was approved and now the Bill of Law is to be analyzed by the 

Constitution and Justice Commission of the Senate. 

6. On December 13, 2016, our partner Luiz Felipe Maia was invited by 

the General Commission of the Chamber of Deputies to speak to the Deputies about 

sports betting regulation1 

7. Since December of last year, the potential regulation of the industry 

has brought some attention from the media. Our local partner Luiz Felipe Maia was 

interviewed by Folha de São Paulo2, the largest newspaper in the country, by TV 

Bandeirantes3 and by CBN News radio station4. On the downside, TV Globo, the largest 

and most influential TV network in the country will have a compulsive player as one of 

the main character of their next soap opera. We understand this will give the industry 

an excellent opportunity to explain responsible gaming initiatives as one of the 

advantages of a regulated market. 

8. During ICE Totally Gaming Conference in London, in February, 2017, 

our partner Luiz Felipe Maia spoke about the status of the regulation process, while 

Mr. Alexandre Manoel, from the finance ministry’s economic development unit, SEAE, 

confirmed that officials were crafting a Bill of Law to be presented by the government 

during the first half of the year, to regulate sports-betting. Maia offered renewed 

criticism of proposals to tax player winnings heavily, suggesting that the bulk of 

Brazilian gaming taxes should instead be paid by operators themselves. He also warned 

that handing Caixa a monopoly over all online gambling “makes absolutely no sense” 

as players would continue to gravitate to offshore sites offering better odds. 

                                                 
1 The recording is available at http://www2.camara.leg.br/atividade-

legislativa/webcamara/arquivos/videoArquivo?codSessao=58660 

2 http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/mercado/2017/01/1846114-expatriados-do-bingo-aguardam-volta-do-

jogo-para-retornar-ao-pais.shtml 

3 https://youtu.be/MZ4hxYQvvqE 

4 http://cbn.globoradio.globo.com/editorias/economia/2017/01/07/CERCA-DE-R-15-BILHOES-DEVEM-

REFORCAR-COFRES-PUBLICOS-SE-JOGOS-DE-AZAR-FOREM-LEGALIZADO.htm 



 

9. The first Bill of Law to be approved on the floor of one of the houses 

will have to be approved by the other house. If amended, it will need approval by the 

house of origin before being subject to the President's sanction. 

10. It is still very likely that until the end of the year a bill of law specific 

for sports betting will be presented by the government. The same applies to casinos. 

The Ministry of Tourism is working on a draft of a bill of law only for casinos, and big 

casino companies are meeting with government officials to support that initiative. 

11. It is a fact that sports betting and casinos do not have the same 

negative public perception as bingos, slot machines and "Jogo do Bicho" (the local 

"animal game" lottery) have in Brazil. In exclusively political terms, it would be much 

easier for the government to approve on those two gaming verticals instead of trying 

to push the current bill of law, which comprises all verticals. 

12. Casinos have the appeal of creating jobs and growing tourism. They 

are also easier to inspect and control than widespread small bingo halls. Sports Betting 

is also easy to control, since most of their operation is online, and the revenue stream 

(and, therefore, the taxes) will come immediately since most of the major 

international operators already have a Brazilian-resident customer base. 

13. Some key issues will have to be dealt with by any piece of legislation. 

There is a very high concern about money laundering, responsible gaming, tax evasion 

and corruption. The solutions already exist and must the adapted to the Brazilian 

reality. One good example is the use of Caixa, the federal bank in charge of the lottery, 

to centralize payment accounts for the sports betting industry. This solution would 

give the government the level of information and control they believe they should 

have, plus the revenues from those payment services and, at the same time, would be 

a very good solution for the industry, that would count on more than 13,000 points of 

sale and a very solid tradition that would bring security to the new public. 

14. On June 29, 2017, Senator Ciro Nogueira presented the Bill of Law 

213/2017, which prohibits operations with credit or debit cards or with electronic 

money, for the purpose of participating in online games of chance hosted by offshore 

websites, as follows: 

“Art. 1. Operations in the national territory with credit or debit cards 

or with electronic currency, for the purpose of participating in online 

games of chance hosted by offshore websites, are prohibited. 

Art. 2. Article 9 of Law No. 12,865, of October 9, 2013, shall become 

effective with the addition of the following paragraphs 7 and 8: 

"Art. 9 ° ................................................  

§7º The Central Bank of Brazil, respecting the guidelines 

Established by the National Monetary Council, shall determine 



 

rules for the implementation of control mechanisms aimed at 

preventing financial institutions issuers of credit cards or debit 

card, as well as any other payment institution, from authorizing 

operations with credit or debit card or electronic currency 

involving the participation in online games of chance hosted by 

offshore websites 

§8º The Central Bank of Brazil, respecting the guidelines 

established by the National Monetary Council, shall determine 

rules for the immediate cancellation of operations that may fall 

in the cases set forth by the § 7 of this article, being forbidden 

any transfer of funds between players and gaming operators." 

Art. 3 This Law shall enter into force on the date of its publication.” 

15. If approved and converted into Law, this Bill may become a problem 

for all offshore operator with clients in Brazil. Its approval, however, is unlikely 

because of constitutionality issues. 

16. On October 25, Senator Benedito de Lira introduced a new draft of 

the Bill 186/2014 that replaces the Bill of Law from the Senate. This new version is the 

result of a very broad negotiation effort involving several stakeholders. It is a more 

mature text and counts with the support from members of both houses. The summary 

of its content and its translation into English are in the chart below. It is expected to 

be voted by the Justice and Constitution Commission during November. 

 

II – PAYRLIAMENTARY FRONT AND OTHER RELEVANT LOBBYING INITIATIVES 

17. On September 28, 2017, Deputado Cesar Halum filed a request for 

the creation of the Parliamentary Front for the approval of the Regulatory Framework 

of the Games in Brazil, with the support of 262 signatures, 91 more signatures than 

required.  

18. The purpose of this Parliamentary front is to influence Rodrigo Maia, 

president of the Chamber of Deputies, to discuss the gaming regulation. Deputado 

Cesar Halum argues that the approval would raise BRL 18 billion in taxes annually. In 

South America, gaming is legal in all countries, except Brazil and Bolivia. 

19. Since a bill of ordinary law requires the approval of half of the present 

deputados to be converted into law, the fact that 262 legislators, representing more 

than 51% of the house, have signed the request, is a very strong signal that the matter 

is very likely to be approved when voted. 

20. On October 17, 2017, Instituto do Jogo Legal, a local association 

created by former and current Brazilian gaming operators, held a dinner party in 



 

Brasilia to celebrate the launching of the Parliamentary Front for the approval of the 

Regulatory Framework of the Games in Brazil, with the presence of more than 100 

people, including 5 Congressmen. 

21. The morning after, on October 18, there was a ceremony at the 

Chamber of Deputies to launch the Parliamentary Front for the approval of the 

Regulatory Framework of the Games in Brazil. Their goal is to lobby for the vote of the 

Bill 442/91 at the Lower House and they intend to convince the President of the Lower 

House, Deputado Rodrigo Maia, to include the bill in the schedule for vote. The Front’s 

motto is “to regulate all gaming modalities or none”. 

22. At the same time and at the same building, a group of casino 

representatives met with Secretaries of Tourism and Federal Deputies from several 

states during the hearing of the National Forum of Secretaries and State Officers of 

Tourism (Fornatur). The intention of the meeting was to lobby for the regulation of 

casinos, regardless of any other gaming modality. 

 

III – LOTEX – PUBLIC TENDER FOR THE NATIONAL INSTANT LOTTERY 

23. On September 1st, 2017, the Special Secretary of the Program for 

Investment Partnerships of the Presidency of the Republic published the Resolution 16, 

which approved the privatization of LOTEX as an ordinary concession. That Resolution 

defined the terms and conditions of the bidding process to be held in the following 

months. 

24. The concession will be granted for a twenty-five (25) years term, to 

the highest bidder. Contestants will have to present to closed envelopes, one with the 

proposal, which will be a fixed amount in Brazilian Reais (BRL) to be paid in a single 

installment before the execution of the concession agreement. The other envelope 

will contain all documents necessary to prove that the contestant fulfills all the 

requirements set forth in the invitation to bid and by the applicable law and regulation. 

25. The contestant must present certificates proving previous experience 

with the operation land-based or online instant lotteries with minimum revenues of at 

least BRL 100,000,000.00 (one hundred million Brazilian Reais), as well participation 

in projects with investments of at least in BRL 175,000,000.00 (one hundred and 

seventy-five million Brazilian Reais). In case of a consortium, the company with 

previous experience must have a minimum equity of 15%. 

26. It is important to highlight that the deadlines defined by Resolution 

16 are extremely short. The government intends to have only thirty (30) days for public 

hearings and sixty (60) days for the submission of proposals. The Brazilian government 

is currently performing a roadshow in Las Vegas, London, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo 

and the final version of the invitation for bid and the concession agreement that was 



 

expected to be available at the beginning of November 2017 is likely to be postponed 

to December or January.  

27. After the roadshow the government received negative feedback from 

potential bidders, asking for a longer-term license or some other amendments in the 

conditions of the bid, to make offers. 

 

IV – RIO GRANDE DO SUL -  GAMING OPERATIONS UNDER COURT INJUNCTIONS 

28. The situation in the State of Rio Grande do Sul, in the south of Brazil 

remains the same, with several small operations opening and closing every day. This is 

due to a court decision has stated that gambling is not prohibited in that State, because 

the prohibition set for the in article 50 of the  Misdemeanor Act of 1941 would be 

unconstitutional. The public attorney has appealed from that decision and now the 

case is pending judgment by the Federal Supreme Court5, where it has been granted 

“general repercussion” effects, meaning the decision of this case will be binding to all 

other similar cases in the country. 

29. Until this appeal is not judged, the effects of the prior decision from 

the Rio Grande do Sul court remain in force. As result, many bingo halls are opening in 

the state, without any regulation. This may create some political pressure on the 

subject for the regulation, but depending on how these operators behave, it may 

create the opposite effect. 

30. The most recent case involves the gaming parlor named Winfil, with 

more than 450 slot machines and very aggressive adverting. This venue was opened on 

the basis of a court injunction issued by a Federal Judge, that prohibited the police 

and other public authorities to seize and destroy the slot machines. Despite that 

decision, a few days after the launch of the betting operation, another judge issued 

an order and an entire police squad seized all money handlers and the cash from all 

slot machines. No one was arrested. 

V – CLIPPING OF THE MOST RELEVANT LOCAL NEWS FROM LAST MONTH 

INVOLVING GAMING IN BRAZIL 

Gaming Regulation  

 
Caixa to allow playing its lotteries over the internet in Brazil 
Caixa's goal is to attract an audience that today does not pay attention to lottery: young people 
and high-income public. This is one of the main arguments to face the opposite position of the 
lottery retailers, who fear a decline in physical stores. 
Still aiming at tariffs gains, Caixa seeks a strategic partner to participate in the Lotex (scratch 
car or " raspadinha”) bidding, which will be granted to the private sector. The bidding is 
scheduled for December. 
 

                                                 
5 Recurso Extraordinário 966.177 RG/RS 



 

Brazil’s Loterj will also offer online betting 
The State Lottery of Rio de Janeiro will launch in 30 days the possibility of online betting of its 
“Rio de Prêmios” product. The goal is to attract an audience that today does not buy tickets at 
nearly 3,000 points of sale. Loterj expects to raise more US$ 315,000 per month in bets in the 
first months, reaching at least US$ 1.6 million per month until the end of next year. Sérgio 
Ricardo de Almeida, president of Loterj, is excited about this new step, mainly because it will 
generate more resources to be invested in the social sector.  
 

Brazil may announce Caixa privatization by the end of the year 
The state-owned bank has a net worth R$ 63.6 billion (USD 20b) and total assets in the order of 
USD 40b. Since 1962, Caixa has been responsible for the nine lottery games: Loteca, Mega-
Sena, Lotofácil, Loteria Federal, Lotogol, Lotomania, Quina, Dupla-Sena and Timemania.  
The Michel Temer government plans to include the Caixa Econômica Federal (CEF) in the 
privatization package that already has Eletrobras, Infraero and Casa da Moeda, among others. 
Their expectation is to attract foreign investors with the privatization of Caixa, possibly 
Chinese. The official announcement should be made at the end of the year, after the 
privatization of Eletrobras.  
The responsibility for the design of the privatization is in the hands of CEF's president. It is not 
clear whether CEF would be sold in its entirety or only a part. 
CEF has a net worth R$ 63.6 billion (USD 20b) and total assets in the order of USD 40b. In the 
first half of this year, CEF had a net profit of US$ 1.3 billion, according to the Central Bank. 
Caixa has about 80 million customers and 95 thousand employees.  
 

Brazilian Santa Catarina state debates creation of cooperative for gaming 
Using stickers with the phrase "enter the game, health SC", parliamentarians, members of the 
lottery sector in Santa Catarina and the employers' union held a public hearing to discuss the 
creation of the Coopersorte Work Cooperative, a site of legal online gaming and a scratch card 
that can generate revenue to be reverted to state health. The meeting was attended by Cleiton 
Salvaro (PSB), chairman of the Committee on Economic Affairs, Darci de Matos (PSD), Cesar 
Valduga (PCdoB), Dirceu Dresch (PT), Dóia Guglielmi (PSDB) and Dalmo Claro PSD), João Amin 
(PP), Jean Kuhlmann (PSD) the president of the Lottery Trade Union of Santa Catarina, Gilmar 
Cechet, and the legal advisor Jucemar Rampinelli. 
State law no. 3,812/ 1966 allows Santa Catarina to operate lottery tickets. The proposal in 
question is legal and can bring benefits. "It's not creating casinos, it's not making room for 
addicts to spend their money, it's not taking away from those who do not have it. The proposal 
is to generate revenue channeled to health." 

  
Deputy Bacelar: "Either release gaming for everyone or leave as it is now" 
Brazilian federal deputy of Podemos-BA denounces the maneuver of parties of the base of the 
Temer government to try to favor the international casinos. Bacelar supports that legalization 
reach all the gaming modalities existing in the country, with the objective of creating more 
offer of jobs, not creating privileges for large economic groups and guaranteeing a higher 
collection for the Union (Government). 

•  

Brazilian state of Santa Catarina to launch internet gambling site 
It will be launched a project designed by lottery members of the State of Santa Catarina: a 
legal online gaming site. The initiative is a pioneer in Brazil. Among the benefits of the initiative 
would be that the revenue generated could be reversed in investments to the state, especially 
in health. The launch comes after members of the lottery sector and the employers' union hold 
a public hearing. 
"We intend to close a partnership with the state to legalize the scratch card. It would be 
possible in a bakery, pharmacy, convenience stores if you give the change with a scratch card, 
for example," says Gilmar. According to him, unofficial games move around US$ 315 million per 
year in Santa Catarina and approximately US$ 6.3 billion in Brazil.   
 
 



 

 
Parliamentary Front and Other Lobbying Initiatives 
 
Deputy Halum expects legalized gaming in Brazil before the end of the year 
In order to press the President of the Chamber, Rodrigo Maia, to put the issue on the agenda, 
the Parliamentary Front was formalized for the approval of the activity in Brazil. The document 
was filed by Congressman Cesar Halum (PRB-TO) and has 262 signatures. "In a moment of crisis, 
Brazil will be able to raise up to US$ 5.7 billion per year, and generate one million jobs," said 
Halum. In South America, only Brazil does not regulate the activity.  
 

Caesars, LVS and Estoril Sol to participate at launch of Pro-Gaming Front 
The Front for the Legalization of Gaming will be introduced on 10.18 in Brasilia, with the 
presence of big names of the casino industry such as Caesars, Las Vegas Sands and Estoril Sol. 
Currently there are projects advancing in the Senate - which should be on the agenda of the 
plenary - and in the House - which stays in special commission. 
According to the deputy, "it is necessary to end the incoherence in Brazil, since the country 
tolerates illegal gambling and prohibits legal one. We are in need of collection and the forecast 
is for a revenue of US$ 5.7 billion per year. It is not possible that Brazilians bet in other countries 
and not here," he argues.  
Leading casino groups interested in the Brazilian gaming industry have already been in the 
country on several occasions and have shown that they are willing to invest billions of dollars 
in the sector. 
Sheldon Adelson of Las Vegas Sands, Jan Jones of Caesars, Jim Murren of MGM, and Mário Assis 
of the Estoril Casino have been in Brazil probing how the industry regulation debate is evolving. 
Other industry heavyweights, such as Hard Rock, have also sent their emissaries to the country 
for the same follow-up.  
 

Pro-Gaming Parliamentary Front was launched and Brazil moves towards 
legalization 

Deputy Cesar Halum officially presented the parliamentary front that obtained more than 260 
signatures. Deputy Marquezelli will be proceeding in a Legislative Decree aiming to annul the 
Decree that considers gaming a contravention. 
In the presentation, it was made clear that "the objective of the Front is to approve the law 
that allows the exploitation of legal gambling in the country according to the example of more 
than 156 other nations. Casinos, bingo halls and lottery games are recognized as an economic 
activity in the most developed countries of the world, offering Brazil several models of success 
to ensure the opening of a serious market, which generates thousands of jobs and billions in 
taxes. 
Deputy Nelson Marqueselli initiated a Legislative Decree aiming to annul the Decree that 
considers gaming a contravention, based on unconstitutionality. This would cease to be 
contravention, and the Government would have to regulate the activity.  
The deputies of the parliamentary front are optimistic that will be approved in the House 
Plenary.  
 

Brazil’s President Michel Temer supports regulation of gaming 

Representative Nelson Marquezeli (PTB-SP) guarantees that President Michel Temer will 
sanction Bill 442. The pressure of the Parliamentary Front for the legalization is for Rodrigo 
Maia to put the bill into a vote in November. In case of approval, there is an estimate that the 
operation of bingos (initial investments up to US$ 3.15 million) will be in charge of Brazilians 
companies, and that of casinos (initial investment of US$ 315 million) be in the hands of 
international groups with Brazilian partners. This investment is not just about setting up a 
casino but rather entertainment complexes with hotels, restaurants, nightclubs, theme parks 
and bookmakers in one place, following world trends.  
Federal Government expects that the Treasury can bill very much with legalization, about US$ 
4.75 billion per year, in addition to the expected generation of jobs.  



 

Contrary to legalization, there are church campaigns and the Federal Public Ministry, concerned 
about the legality of operations in the sector. Hence the Congress also discusses forms of 
inspection of the revenue, as it happens strongly in the USA.  

•  

President Temer indicates he will sanction gaming legalization  
Michel Temer has been accompanying the strong movement for the legalization of gaming in 
Brazil and indicated that he will sanction the law. The leader of the Parliamentary Front for 
the Legalization of Gaming talks with Rodrigo Maia to schedule in November in the plenary of 
the Federal Chamber the replacement of PL 442/91, already approved in September in the 
special commission of the regulatory framework after ample debate in public hearings.  
Study of the Brazilian Legal Gaming Institute in partnership with the Lottery News Bulletin 
clarifies that the prohibitive legislation did not change the scenario of illegality of gaming in 
Brazil, which moves annually in clandestine bets close to US$ 6.23 billion with the jogo do 
bicho, bingo (R $ 1.3 billion), slot machines (US$ 410 million) and sports betting and internet 
games (US$ 940 million).  
Opposition to legalization is also strong. It is formed by the Federal Public Ministry - which sees 
money laundering possible in the business - Catholic and Pentecostal Churches and TV Globo, 
which indicate the risk of gambling addiction.  
According to the supporters of the activity, studies indicate that more than 600 thousand direct 
Jobs could be created, both through the formalization of current 450 thousand of the jogo do 
bicho and at least another 150 thousand new ones in diferente áreas of the gaming market. In 
addition, more than 560 thousand indirect jobs would be added with the production chain of 
the sector. 
The Paraná Research Institute surveyed 2,802 people, 1,457 women (52%) and 1,345 (48%) men 
in a request of the Esplanada Column. The result showed that 45.6% in favor and 43.4% against 
on the return of bingos and a technical tie of 45.7% in favor and 45.5% against in relation to 
casinos. One of the curiosities of the consultation was the fact that women were against bingos 
(53.3%) and casinos (57.7%).  
 

President of Brazilian Deputies Chamber promises to vote for casino in November 
Rodrigo Maia has been promising allies to include the release of gambling in November. Nelson 
Marquezelli (PTB-SP) affirms that, once approved the project, it will be possible to start the 
construction of casinos already next year. 
Leader of the Parliamentary Front for the Legalization of Gaming in Brazil, Deputy César Halum 
(PR-TO) talks with President of the Deputies Chamber Rodrigo Maia so to include in November 
the vote on PL 442/91, which was already approved in September 2016 in the special 
commission of the regulatory framework. 
 

“Now everyone is hopeful that gaming will be legalized soon" 
Rodrigo Maia has promised his allies that he will hold a vote on a bill to legalize casinos and 
gambling. The vote would come as a critical milestone in what has become a drawn out 
campaign to enact enabling legislation over the past 18 months.  
While the Brazilian government is in dire need of the revenues that legalized gambling and 
integrated resorts could potentially offer, the push has been sidetracked amid political turmoil 
and corruption scandals of historic proportion. 
Another big step occurred in September when the Brazilian government announced that it is 
moving ahead with plans to privatize its lottery. The initial indications were that a call for bids 
would be issued in October, but that timeframe has since been pushed back to late November 
or early December pending some legal approvals. The auction itself, originally slated for 
December, will now likely be held in January or February 2018. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Mato Grosso Brazilian state asks for legalization to install a casino 
During the hearing of Formatur with federal deputies in Brasilia, the bills on casino regulation 
and the new Embratur were discussed. The deputy secretary of Tourism of Mato Grosso, Luís 
Carlos Nigro has proposed the instalation of a casino that would operate in a resort that is 
already opened on the shores of Lake Manso in Cuiabá. 
"It was possible to show the relevance of these issues to the economy, employment generation 
and growth of tourism activity. And, in this way, ask the parliamentarians to approve the 
proposals as soon as possible, "said the Secretary of Tourism of Bahia, José Alves. 
 

 
LOTEX BID 
 

NGT interested in LOTEX and participating in the Las Vegas road show 
Bob Fernandes, CEO of NGT, gave an interview regarding LOTEX’ bid. Fernandes sees the 
situation in Brazil as a waste of opportunity, either for the government through the collection 
of taxes, or the population with the generation of jobs, or for the players who will have access 
to the legalized and controlled game, or the entrepreneurs of the sector, who are unable to 
exploit and foster activity in the country and hope that lawmakers will be aware of and vote 
on one of the projects currently being discussed in Congress. In NGT’s view the driving of the 
bid has been totally transparent and with the well-defined objective of bringing the best 
possible result for the country, which is totally in line with the objective of privatization.  
 

“A joint venture would make sense for future privatized lottery in Brazil” 
Brazil’s Secretary for Economic Monitoring announced that it will be bidding out LOTEX 
concession on December 2017. Caixa continues to operate the lottery even as instant ticket 
sales were halted in 2015 ahead of the privatization. 
Union Gaming said that ten of the biggest names in gaming industry are expected to compete 
for the lottery concession, which will come with an with an initial term of 25 years. The 
minimum bid for the lottery operation is set at R$916 million (US$290 million based on current 
exchange rates).  
Brazil is considered one of the last major untapped gaming markets in the world. Despite its 
attractiveness, Brazil’s instant ticket business is still in its infancy.  
DeCree cautioned investors to carefully manage the sizeable upfront fee, which he said is more 
suited to an established market. He also expects the competition to heat up among the ten 
bidders.  
 

LOTEX tender is postponed for January or February 2018 
The Governamental Accounts Court still does not give the required final approval and this delay 
is added to the requests of the interested companies that need more time to analyze the 
business, remove the doubts they have and form consortiums with others firms to cope with 
the investment. The edicts will be published only in late November or early December and 
about 60 days later (January or February 2018) the exclusive lottery tender could take place. 
LOTEX concession process should have the bids ready for publication this October as estimated 
on the PPI (Investment Partnerships Program) website. The agenda of the project contemplated 
to have auctions for December of this year, something that soon will be modified and officially 
announced since the TCU will take more time for its analysis, approval and elevation to the 
Ministers.  
Private companies valued the transparency of the process carried out by BNDES and the Ministry 
of Finance. The longer term they request is key to building agreements and forming consortium. 
As the minimum investment scenario required at the starting point of the project and the 
obligatory expansion of points of sale demanded by the business (from 13,000 to more than 
60,000), not even the most powerful companies in the market would offer alone as they need 
allies to contribute capitals or solutions.  
 
Seven Brazilian deputies said to be against instant lotteries privatization 
Federal deputies from Rio do Janeiro have already begun to protest against the monopoly 
promised to the private sector with the Lotex concession. The state lotteries of Rio (Loterj) 



 

and Piauí filed a lawsuit in the Federal Supreme Court to suspend the contest. Hugo Leal (PSB), 
Jean Wyllys (Psol), Luiz Sérgio (PT), Chico Alencar (Psol), Júlio Lopes (PP), Pedro Paulo (PMDB) 
and Otávio Leite (PSDB) said they are against the move. Others did not give an opinion. 
 
Brazilian Deputy aims to stop lottery privatization 
Congressman Jorge Picciani (PMDB) opposed the privatization of Lotex. In plenary, he proposed 
sending a letter to the Federal Government expressing the contrary position of the Parliament 
of Rio de Janeiro to the objective of creating a monopoly in the operation of the instant lottery. 
 
STF Judge admits Loterj/ABLE action, asks Government and MP to manifest  
In response to two lawsuits filed in the Brazilian Federal Supreme Court by Loterj and Able 
questioning the federal government's attempt to create a monopoly for instant lotteries and 
closure of the activities of four state lotteries, Minister Relator Gilmar Mendes admitted the 
actions of Arguments of Non-Compliance with Fundamental Precept and determined that 
additional information on the suit must be provided, and that the government manifest itself 
within five daysIt will be the responsibility of Seae (Special Secretariat for Economic Monitoring 
of the Ministry of Finance) to provide initial information on the privatization of Lotex and on 
the mentioned exclusive competence of the Government to regulate, authorize, and inspect 
the lottery activity in the country. In parallel, the Federal Attorney General's Office should 
present the reasons on behalf of the Government for such an understanding, and the Federal 
Public Ministry should give its opinion on behalf of the community. 
Still remains, after the action presented by Able and Loterj, to wait for a position to be taken 
by Febralot, the federation of lottery companies, which is ultimately an important part of the 
Brazilian lottery market as it represents about 13,000 points of sales in the country. That is 
much lower than what is expected from channels for the future Lotex, since the project 
provides for the installation of 60,000 points of sale, including in pharmacies, markets and other 
types of establishments that could be accredited to sell the scratch card. 
Actions 492 and 493 are pending analysis of Minister Gilmar Mendes and ADPF 455, already 
received, is processed in the report of Minister Luiz Fux. 
 

 
RIO GRANDE DO SUL  
  
Deputy Attorney met "Winfil" partner and reaffirms MP position 
Brazilian Deputy Attorney General for Institutional Affairs, Marcelo Dornelles, received Rogério 
Dell'Erba Guarnieri, Winfil business partner, Porto Alegre’s gaming venue that will offer slot 
machines among other entertainment attractions. Dornelles reaffirmed the position of the MP 
regarding the exploitation of games of chance: "(…) due to the illegality of this type of activity 
(…) we recommend to the entrepreneur that he does not inaugurate the space at this time and 
in these conditions, because, due to lack of permits or by the type of activity announced, 
except for a judicial decision that authorizes, for us it is an illegal venue that should be closed" 
. 
Winfil is based on some decisions of the Criminal Appeals Court of the Special Criminal Courts 
of the Judiciary of Rio Grande do Sul and one of the Federal Supreme Court that acquitted first-
degree convicted criminals for gambling. The understanding, in these cases is that gaming does 
not characterize illicit conduct and that a penalty would be unconstitutional. However, 
according to the advisor of the Prosecutor's Office, after a decision of the STF Justice Minister 
Luiz Edson Fachin, most of these acquittals were reversed and the defendants were sentenced.  
 

Rio Grande do Sul chosen to become a gambling paradise in Brazil 
Rio Grande do Sul has entered the international route of gaming. Casino operators in Europe 
and the United States are stepping up the state in search of real estate in the capital and in 
cities with the economy and tourism developed to install gambling venues, banned in Brazil.  
A proposal addressed to the Secretariat of Public Security (SSP) reinforced the interest that has 
moved the entrepreneurs involved with gaming houses: the Jockey Club Carazinhense 
formalized a plan to reactivate the operations of the Lottery of the State of Rio Grande do Sul 
(Lotergs), paralyzed since 2004. It offered to invest R$ 10 million (US$ 3.2m) in the business, 



 

which could, according to the proposal, revert resources to equip the security area, now 
sacrificed by the state financial crisis. 
The strategy involves rescuing old court decisions, using legal loopholes, renting buildings and 
works. There is another important factor for businessmen: the gaucho judiciary has stopped 
condemning gambling exploiters for criminal contravention.  
The sum of the elements produces the revenue of the new branch offensive. The goal is to open 
large enterprises, unlike the current houses that operate in secret, in derelict buildings.  
Jockey joined Judicial Secretary Cezar Schirmer in July and stated: "With great fear that the 
Military Police and Civil Police search and seize equipment destined to licit activity at the 
addresses of its substations and accredited agencies is that the institution has a legal interest 
in challenging the Secretary of Security notifying it of the existence of judgment 598134740, 
which has become final ". The ruling, dating back to 1999, is the result of a lawsuit in which 
the Jockey Club Carazinhense discussed the seizure of equipment owned by it - electronic 
machines for horse-racing gaming and lottery-. The judicial decision of the time was favorable 
to the entity, saying there was no legal rule preventing that type of equipment was installed 
and exploited. It was also pointed out in the judgment that the licensing for these machines 
should be given by the city halls, and the police did not have the autonomy to act in relation 
to the activity. 
 

Winfil starts activities with no money betting games 

One of Winfil's owners, Rogério Dell'Erba Guarnieri, still maintains that the gaming 
entertainment house is the first legalized in Brazil. Ensuring that he has accumulated 
experience in the business in a Las Vegas casino, he ensures there is no illegality in the business.  
The speech is also endorsed by Winfil's lawyer, Laerte Luis Gschwenter. "There are no bets, 
there are no established values, there are state-of-the-art machinery prepared for the concept 
of fun. We are going to bet in Brazil so that, in court, we take a step further for regulation. We 
are complying with all legality and aware that contravention is no longer criminal offense in 
Rio Grande do Sul," he said. 
More than 400 slot machines are spread over the house, inspired by the theme of Paris. The 
devices, where the punters insert the money, were removed from the machines. Some wires 
have been exposed. 
Without depository, there is no wager or premium payment. This may help to mischaracterize 
the criminal contravention. In addition, Winfil relies on decisions of the TJRS Class of Courts, 
which does not consider gambling to be a criminal offense by claiming that it is for the State 
to prohibit betting on an administrative level. The RS Court itself maintains that it does not 
have a "peaceful" position on the matter.  
  

Justice of the RS complicates opening of Winfil scheduled for today 
Just one day before the opening of Winfil, the 1st Criminal Chamber of the TJ/RS judged an 
appeal by the Rio Grande do Sul Public Prosecutor's Office regarding the exploitation of gaming. 
By unanimous decision, the Chamber considered that such practice remains a criminal offense. 
Winfil keeps on his Facebook page the invitation to open the house for today’s afternoon, but 
the doubt still persists as there has not been yet an official confirmation. 
Even admitting that the issue is controversial, prosecutors understand that "if the issue is 
morally controversial, there is an empirical basis to make at least a reasonable legislative 
option in the sense of criminalization."  
The Civil Police said it will scrutinize and do everything possible according to the law to not 
allow the opening if there is illegal gaming exploitation. The MP of RS understands that Article 
50 of the Criminal Offenses Act remains in full force and is exhaustive in stating that the opening 
of Winfil must be prohibited.  
The Municipal Department of Economic Development of Porto Alegre is not clear on the subject, 
but has already informed that Winfil did not file a request to operate gaming machines.  
 
 



 

Following court ruling, Winfil started accepting cash bets in Porto Alegre 
After a court ruling banning police from seizing their machines, the Winfil entertainment house, 
located in the southern zone of Porto Alegre, announced that it has started to operate with 
money bets from Saturday (28). 
In an interview with GaúchaZH, however, Judge Túlio Martins, president of the communications 
council of the Rio Grande do Sul Court of Justice, said that the decision does not authorize the 
house to promote games of chance with cash bets. 
"What the judge has forbidden is that the equipment be seized. The request of the security 
order is so that, when there is any operation there, there is no apprehension. And that was 
what the judge conceded. Only that. The judge did not authorize gamling,” assures Martins. 
 
 
Vegas Operation In Porto Alegre 
MP and Police ignore injunction, seize money and machine devices in Winfil 
In the so-called Vegas Operation, the Civil Police and the Public Prosecutor's Office of Rio 
Grande do Sul (Brazil), collected money and machine devices from Winfil. Although the gaming 
house had obtained an injunction prohibiting the seizure of machines, the MP and the Court 
stated that they would not give truce to Winfil. The authorities arrived at the venue by surprise 
with dozens of vehicles.  
Since last Saturday, the establishment has been offering cash bets to its clients backed by a 
court injunction that prohibits the seizure of slot machines. The injunction was granted last 
Friday in responde to a Winfil’s request. The decision was made by Judge Viviane de Faria 
Miranda, 3rd Court of the Public Treasury of Porto Alegre. According to the company's 
communications advisor, more than 2,000 people have visited the gaming house placing bets. 

 
 

 
 

VI – NEW BILL 186/2015 

 Bill of Law 186/2014 – Summary  

Origin Senate 

Status New draft proposed by the rapporteur, Senator Benedito de Lira 

Next steps To be scheduled for voted at the CCJ 

Modalities The law regulates all games of chance ("Jogos de Fortuna"), defined as the 
games which result depends exclusively or mainly on a future and aleatory 
event. The law explicitly provides for: 

• Jogo do Bicho 

• Video-Bingo (Class II machines) and video-jogo (VLTs), both land-based 
and online 

• Bingos 

• Casino resorts 

• Sports betting and other non-sports related types of betting, both land-
based and online 

• Online casino games  

Licenses  All gaming modalities must be approved by the Federal Government 

• Casinos, sports betting and online games are licensed by the Federal 
Government; 

• Bingos are licensed by the States and the Federal District; and 



 

• Jogo do Bicho and VLTs are licensed by the Municipalities. 
 
The procedures and criteria for licensing are to be determined by future 
regulation. 

Requirements Operator must be organized as a company incorporated under the laws of 
Brazil, with headquarters and management in the country and prove: 

• Fiscal regularity 

• Financial integrity  

• Shareholders, officers and managers cannot have been convicted for 
crimes nor be an elective officer, spouse or relative. 

• Public officials and relatives cannot be part of companies operating 
games of chance in Brazil 

• All gaming licenses will be granted through a standard contract, 
followed by a public announcement procedure ad, if applicable, a public 
procurement process to be determined by the regulation.  

Casinos • The license can be granted upon payment and shall be granted for 30-
years from the beginning of the operation. 

• Casinos shall be located at resorts, with high standard hotel 
accommodations, areas designed to host meetings and social, cultural 
and artistical events, bars and restaurants and shopping centers.  

• The casino shall not occupy more than ten percent (10%) of the resort 
area. 

• The same economic group cannot explore more than three (3) casinos in 
integrated leisure complexes.  

Bingos • Authorized only one bingo hall per 150k inhabitants. In cities with less 
than 150k inhabitants, only one bingo hall shall be authorized.  

• Bingo shall only be explored in bingo halls, in a human-contact free 
procedure, and with a closed TV and sound circuit. 

• Prizes shall be paid only in cash. 

• Other than bingo only videobingo machines are allowed at the Bingo hall 
and the minimum payout shall be 80% of the handle per terminal.  

• Licenses shall be granted for 20 years’ time and can be renewed for the 
same period. 

Fixed-odds 
Sports or 
non-Sports 
Betting 

• Fixed-odds Sports or non-Sports Betting can be operated both land-
based or online. 

• The central server must be located in Brazil 

• Details subject to further regulation. 

Jogo do Bicho 
and VLTs 

• Licenses shall only be granted for entities that prove to have a reserve 
of funds in guarantee for payment of the obligations and duties arising 
from the Law. 

• Licenses shall be valid for 10 years.  

• The VLT’s minimum payout is 80% of the handle per terminal.  

AML • All operations must be identified through player’s CPF or Passport. 

• All prizes over BRL 10,000.00 must be informed to the Federal 
Government. 

Taxation New Gaming Tax – paid monthly:  

• 10% on GGR for land-based operations 

• 15% on GGR for online operations 
 



 

Other Taxes: 

• PIS/COFINS social contributions: 3.65%. 

• Corporate taxes (±34% of the net profit) 

• Services Tax (2% - 5% on GGR) 

Tax on 
Player’s 
Winnings 

• 15% withholding tax on net prizes at the time of the withdrawal or 
payment. 

Responsible 
Gaming 

• Educative campaigns to alert the risks of gaming and stimulate support 
groups. 

• Prohibition of addicted persons registered on a record to gamble. 

• Operators are not allowed to give credits or loans of any kind to players. 

Regulatory 
Agency 

• Not included. The control, regulation, and inspection will be performed 
by a department/organ/secretary of the Federal, State and Municipal 
Governments, to be defined by the regulation. 

 

 

31. Free translation of the new version of the Bill: 

Amendment number      – CCJ 

(Substituting the Senate Bill (PLS) number 186 of 2014)    

 

It provides or the exploitation of games of fortune throughout all national territory, 

and establishes other provisions.  

 

The National Congress hereby decrees: 

 

Article 1. This Act provides for the exploitation of games of fortune throughout all 

Brazilian territory. 

Sole Paragraph. The games in which the gain or loss depends exclusively or mainly on 

random future event are considered games of fortune. 

Article 2. The exploitation of games of fortune throughout all national territory is 

hereby authorized, pursuant to the terms set forth in this Act and its Regulation. 

Article 3. For the purposes of this Act and its Regulation, the following definitions shall  

be considered: 

I – bet: game of fortune in which the gambler chooses options made available by the 

game and the value said gambler wishes to bet in the available option, which gain 

depends upon the result of the match, race, competition or any other random future 

event, over which the person who makes the bet does not have any sort of control or 

interference; 

II – shared game: any game of fortune in which the amount to be paid to the winners 

is established based on the percentage of the value collected before the game; 

III – fixed-odds game: any game of fortune where the gambler bets against the 

accredited company and the sums to be paid to each winner are established in 

advance, regardless of the amounts collected from the bets; 

IV – payout: percentage of the sum allocated to the prizes based on the amount to be 

paid in shared game; 



 

V – Control Management System (SGC): administration software responsible for 

inspecting game of fortune activities, which controls and monitors bets, revenues, 

expenses and payment of prizes to the gamblers; 

VI – electronic games: forms of media que use SGC software. 

 

Chapter II 

Games of fortune 

 

Article 4. The following games, in addition to others, are considered games of fortune: 

I – animal game; 

II – online and on-site video bingo and video game; 

III – bingo; 

IV – casino games in integrated complexes of leisure; 

V – online and on-site sports and non-sports bet games; 

VI – online casino games. 

Article 5. All forms of games of fortune to be exploited shall be submitted to approval 

of the body of the Federal Executive Department to be defined in the Regulation of 

this Act. 

Sole Paragraph. For the purposes of this Act, the following definitions shall apply: 

I – animal game: lottery of numbers for the obtainment of cash award, by means of 

placement of tickets, lists, vouchers, papers, manuscripts, signals, symbols or any 

other form of distribution of numbers and allocation of players or gamblers; 

II – video bingo and video game: games made by means of data processing equipment 

controlled by dedicated software, which ensures full integrity of results, and offers 

cash awards; the combinations are drawn electronically, by means of dedicated 

software, individually set in motion by the gambler, which flash memory, inviolable 

and connected to the electronic software of the machine, registers all operations 

executed during the use, and a single gambler competes for a winning sequence; 

III – bingo: random draw of numbers from at least one (01) to thirty (30), and from at 

most one (01) to ninety (90), distributed in printed or virtual cards, which contain 

numbers that, by means of successive extractions, reach a pre-established set for 

award by one (01) or more participants; 

IV – casino games in integrated complexes of leisure: card games, electronic games, 

roulette, in addition to others, in addition to new forms of games of fortune; 

V – online or on-site sports and non-sports bet games: the ones made through an 

electronic platform, whether via browser, smartphone or establishment, respectively; 

VI – online games: games made through an electronic platform, whether through 

browser, smartphone or terminals placed in points of sale; 

VII – online casino games: casino games made through an electronic platform. 

Article 6. The exploitation of games of fortune through the Internet is prohibited, 

except in case they are expressly authorized by federal law. 

 

Chapter III 

Organizational Structure and General Rules for the  

Economic Exploitation of Games of fortune 



 

 

Section I 

General Rules 

Article 7. The games of fortune are regulated by the Federal Executive Department, 

and exploited by means of accreditation with the competent Federal, State, District 

or Municipal body, with observance of the provisions set forth in this Act and its 

Regulation. 

Paragraph 1. The Federal Executive Department shall control and inspect the casinos 

and games exploited online. 

Paragraph 2. The Municipalities, States and the Federal District are responsible for 

inspecting the establishments accredited to exploit games of fortune within the scope 

of their respective territories. 

Article 8. The Union shall be exclusively responsible for the following activities: 

I - regulate the activities related to all sorts of games of fortune; 

II – accredit the entities interested in the exploitation of any form of game of fortune, 

including casinos, sports bets and online games, throughout all national territory, with 

exception of bingo and animal games; 

Paragraph 1. The States and the Federal District are responsible for the following 

activities: 

I – accredit the entities interested in the exploitation of bingo within their respective 

territory; and 

II – inspect, together with the Union, the services, the implementation and operation 

of bingo establishments within their territory. 

Paragraph 2. The Municipalities are responsible for the following activities: 

I – accredit the entities interested in the animal and video games within their 

respective territory; and 

II – inspect, together with the Union, the services, the implementation and operation 

of the animal game within their respective territory. 

Article 9. The issue of technical report by specialized independent laboratories, which 

are internationally acknowledged, and have experience substantiated by means of 

documents indicating the prior provision of services to other countries shall be required 

in order to license the video bingo and video game machines and online electronic 

systems that offer, in Brazil, games of fortune in general. 

Paragraph 1. The laboratories that issue the technical reports referred to in the caput 

shall be mandatorily accredited by the competent federal body. 

Paragraph 2. The setting up of video bingo, video game and online game machines 

outside the facilities of the respective accredited establishments shall be prohibited. 

Article 10. The accreditation for the exploitation of games of fortune shall be granted 

solely to the legal entities that substantiate: 

I – compliance in relation to the taxes and contributions under the competence of the 

Union, States, the Federal District and Municipalities; 

II – financial good standing; 

III – inexistence of criminal records, by means of presentation of certificate of the 

federal and state justice of the place of domicile or residence, in case of officer, 

administrator, representative or partner that controls the legal entity. 



 

Paragraph 1. The legal entity interested in exploiting games of fortune in Brazil, 

including electronic games of fortune, shall be incorporated according to the Brazilian 

laws, with registered office and administration established in the Country. 

Paragraph 2. The individuals who hold electoral mandate within the federal, state, 

district and municipal spheres, their respective spouses, blood relations or similar 

relatives up to the second decree or by adoption shall not be allowed to exploit games 

of fortune. 

Paragraph 3. The granting of accreditation to exploit games of fortune shall become 

effective by means of Adhesion Agreement preceded by public call or announcement 

and, as applicable, public selection process, according to the terms of its own 

Regulation. 

Article 11. The procedures and criteria of accreditation for the exploitation of games 

of fortune shall be established in the Regulation. 

Paragraph 1. The accreditation for the exploitation of sports bets, online games, 

animal games and bingo may be granted for consideration, and shall remain valid for 

a pre-established period. 

Paragraph 2. The accreditation for the exploitation of casinos in integrated complexes 

of leisure, which may be granted for consideration, shall remain valid for a period of 

thirty years as of the actual beginning of the activities. 

Paragraph 3. The accreditation of casinos shall be granted by means of Adhesion 

Agreement preceded by public selection process, according to the terms of its own 

Regulation, with observance of the highest investment proposed.  

Article 12. The establishment accredited to exploit games of fortune shall identify all 

players, according to the provisions of the regulation. 

Paragraph 1. The individual who resides in Brazil shall be identified by means of 

presentation of the Individual Taxpayer Registration (CPF/MF), accompanied by 

identification document. 

Paragraph 2. The individual residing abroad shall be identified by means of 

presentation of Passport. 

Paragraph 3. The establishments referred to in the caput shall forward to the Federal 

Executive Department, in the form of regulation, information on the gamblers that 

receive prizes that surpass ten thousand Brazilian reais (R$ 10,000.00) in a single event. 

Paragraph 4. All gamblers who win prize that surpass ten thousand Brazilian reais (R$ 

10,000.00) shall be duly identified and registered, including name, address and number 

of Individual Taxpayer Registration (CPF/MF), and the registration, in any way or under 

any pretext, of minor child shall be prohibited. In addition, the respective records shall 

be available for all tax authorities, in real time (online). 

Paragraph 5. The establishment accredited to exploit games of fortune shall confer 

the identification information provided by the gambler, otherwise, the penalties set 

forth in Articles 29 to 34 of this Act shall be imposed. 

Paragraph 6. The legal entities accredited to exploit games of fortune within the 

national territory shall mandatorily use the Control Management System (SGC), so as 

to allow the bodies of the Union to monitor the bets and payment of prizes in each one 

of its modalities.  



 

Paragraph 7. The Control Management System (SGC) referred to in Paragraph 6 of this 

Article shall operate in the cashless condition, in bingos and casinos, which, for the 

purposes of this Act, corresponds to the impossibility to introduce coins or cash notes 

in electronic machines and card credit storage machines, with the identification of the 

gambler, in a single account. 

Article 13. The establishment accredited to exploit games of fortune may offer bar 

and restaurant services, and artistic and cultural presentations in addition to its main 

activities. 

 

Section II 

Animal Game and Video Game 

 

Article 14. The accreditation for the exploitation of animal or video game shall be 

granted solely to legal entity that substantiates reserve of resources to ensure the 

payment of the obligations and duties resulting from this Act, with exception of the 

prizes, by means of collateral in cash, performance bond or bank guarantee, according 

to sums set forth in the Regulation. 

Article 15. The accreditation for the exploitation of animal and video games shall be 

limited to the territorial limit of the Municipality. 

Sole Paragraph. The accreditation referred to in the caput shall be granted for a period 

of ten years, conditioned to the fulfillment of the requirements set forth in this Act. 

Article 16. The work of bookies in the sale of animal game is hereby authorized, 

according to the provisions set forth in the Regulation. 

Article 17. The accredited legal entity shall include in the bet voucher all conditions 

of the prize offered to the better, so as to ensure the identification of the exact value 

to be received, in case the holder of the voucher is awarded. 

Article 18. The prizes of the video game shall correspond to at least eighty percent 

(80%) of the total of the bets per terminal. 

Article 19. The payment of the prize indicated in the voucher shall be granted by the 

accredited legal entity to the gambler until the first business day following the 

presentation of the prize-winning ticket. 

Article 20. The identification of the gamblers shall not be required for the prizes 

granted by means of draw of animal game up to the limit of exemption of the income 

tax (IRPF). 

Article 21. The records of the accredited legal entity, whether related to bets or draw, 

must be  computerized with the possibility of real time access by the inspection body 

for control of its bets, pursuant to the provisions set forth in the Regulation of this Act. 

 

Section III 

Bingo and Video Bingo 

 

Article 22. The bingo shall be exploited exclusively in rooms identified as “bingo 

houses”, with the use of drawing process free from human contact, which ensures full 

integrity of the results, mandatorily with closed circuit TV system and sound diffusion, 

and offers prizes paid exclusively in cash. 



 

Sole Paragraph. The bingo houses shall have the minimum capacity for two hundred 

and fifty (250) people, and the sale of cards outside the bingo rooms shall be 

prohibited. 

Article 23. The accreditation for the exploitation of bingo shall be granted for a pre-

established term of twenty years, renewable for equal period, conditioned to the 

fulfillment of the requirements set forth in this Act. 

Article 24. In addition to the bingo, the sole modality of game permitted in the bingo 

houses is the video bingo. 

Sole Paragraph. The prizes of the video bingo machines shall correspond to no less 

than eighty percent (80%) of the total bets per machine. 

Article 25. The maximum of one (01) bingo house shall be accredited for every one 

hundred and fifty (150) thousand inhabitants in the Municipality where the 

establishment will operate, according to the provisions set forth in the Regulation. 

Sole Paragraph. The maximum of one (01) bingo house shall be accredited in 

Municipality with less than one hundred and fifty thousand (150) thousand inhabitants. 

Article 26. In order to raise funds for their respective maintenances, beneficent, non-

profit entities aiming the social assistance may carry out non-profit bingos. 

 

Section IV 

Casinos 

 

Article 27. By means of accreditation with body to be assigned by the Federal 

Executive Department, the exploitation of game of fortune in casinos shall be allowed. 

Paragraph 1. The casinos shall operate in integrated complexes of leisure build 

specifically for such purpose. 

Paragraph 2. The integrated complexes of leisure referred to in Paragraph 2 shall 

contain at least: 

I – high-standard hotel accommodations; 

II – places for meetings and social, cultural or artistic large-sized events; 

III – restaurants and bars; 

IV – shopping centers. 

Paragraph 3. The physical space occupied by the casino shall correspond to no more 

than ten percent (10%) of the total built area of the integrated complex of leisure. 

Article 28. The casinos shall be allowed to exploit card games, electronic games and 

roulette, in addition to others, without disregarding new modalities of games of 

fortune duly authorized according to the provisions set forth in Article 5. 

Article 29. The body of the Federal Executive Department referred to in Article 5 shall 

consider the existence of tourist heritage to be valued and the potential of economic 

and social development of the region to determine the places where casinos may be 

opened. 

Paragraph 1. The places referred to in the caput shall be indicated by the States or 

the Federal District, and submitted to evaluation of the Federal Executive Department, 

privileging the exploitation of the activity that is compatible with the intended 

development of tourism and the national or regional policies of development. 



 

Paragraph 2. The same business group shall not be accredited to exploit more than 

three (03) casinos in integrated complexes of leisure. 

Article 30. The accreditation for the exploitation of games of fortune in casinos shall 

be granted for the period set forth in Paragraph 2 of Article 12, and the following 

criteria of selection shall be adopted by the competent authority, according to the 

provisions set forth in the Regulation: 

I – options of entertainment and comfort offered by the entrepreneur, such as spas, 

areas for sports or leisure, nightclubs, museums, art galleries, golf courses, thematic 

or water parks, stadiums, auditoriums, in addition to others; 

II – value of the investment and the term for the implementation of the integrated 

complex of leisure; 

III – integration of the enterprise with the environmental sustainability conditions of 

the area chosen for its implementation; 

IV – hiring of local manpower, preferably; 

V – number of employment positions to be created; 

VI – investments, by the accredited entity, in the maintenance of the casino, with 

observance of the safety norms in the construction, expansion, reformation or re-

equipment of casinos;  

VII – qualification and training programs with actual employment of professionals that 

work in the areas of hotels, tourism and related services. 

Sole Paragraph. The accreditation for the exploitation of games of fortune in casinos 

may be successively renewed for equal period, provided that the requirements set 

forth in this Act are met. 

 

Section V 

Games and Bets 

 

Article 31. The fixed value bets are bets divisible in fixed values related to sports and 

non-sports events, which may take place on-site, remotely or in any other way 

authorized according to the provisions set forth in the Regulation, exclusively inside 

the establishments accredited pursuant to the terms of this Act. 

Article 32. All forms of exploitation of games of fortune in electronic channels of sale, 

such as Internet, mobile telephone, mobile computer-aided devices or any other digital 

channels of communication, pursuant to the provisions set forth in the Regulation, are 

considered electronic bets or online games. 

Sole Paragraph. The central server shall be mandatorily located in the Brazilian 

territory. 

Article 33. The provisions set forth in Article 34 to 37 and particularly the provisions 

set forth in Paragraph 2, Article 12 of this Act apply to the bets referred to in this 

Section, pursuant to the provisions set forth in the Regulation. 

 

Chapter III 

Taxation 

 



 

Art. 34. The Social Contribution on the revenues resulting from prognostic contests 

owed by the ones that exploit the games set forth in this Act is hereby established. 

Paragraph 1. The basis for the calculation of the contribution is the value of the gross 

revenues obtained as a result of the exploitation of the games set forth in this Act, 

after deduction of the value allocated for the prize. 

Paragraph 2. The aliquot of the contribution shall be as follows: 

I – ten percent (10%) resulting from the exploitation of games in accredited 

establishments; 

II – fifteen percent (15%) resulting from the exploitation of online games. 

Paragraph 3. The contribution referred to in the caput shall be calculated on a monthly 

basis, even in case the exploitation of games is not periodical, by means of payment 

until the last business day of the month following the month of the triggering event. 

Paragraph 4. The Union shall remit thirty percent (30%) of the product of the 

contribution referred to in the caput of this Article to the States and the Federal 

District and thirty percent (30%) to the Municipalities, which shall be mandatorily 

invested in health, social security and social assistance. 

 

Chapter IV 

Administrative Violations 

 

Article 35. The administrative violations resulting from the violation of the rules 

concerning the exploitation of games of fortune shall be penalized according to the 

provisions set forth in this Act and its Regulation, without prejudice to the imposition 

of other sanctions set forth in the laws in force. 

Sole Paragraph. Any and all intentional or unintentional action or omission carried out 

against the legal precepts and normative acts applicable to games of fortune, including 

procedures of accreditation, inspection and rendering of accounts are considered 

administrative violation. 

Article 36. The inspection bodies shall impose administrative sanctions, according to 

the seriousness of the violation committed, by means of due process of law, with the 

right to the adversary system and full defense: 

I – warning; 

II – simple fine; 

III – daily fine; 

IV – seizure of devices, documents and remaining components intended for the 

operation of machines and facilities; 

V – partial or total suspension of the activities, by means of interdiction of the 

establishment; 

VI – cancellation of the accreditation. 

Paragraph 1. The fines shall be established between no less than ten thousand Brazilian 

reais (R$ 10,000.00) and no more than five hundred thousand Brazilian reais (R$ 

500,000.00) per violation, according to table disclosed in the Regulation of this Act, 

and they shall be transferred to the collection entity to be invested in public safety. 



 

Paragraph 2. The Federal Executive Department is hereby authorized to impose 

monetary correction on the sums referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article based on 

the official index of inflation and pursuant to the provisions set forth in the Regulation.  

Paragraph 3. In order to establish the value of the penalty, the following items shall 

be considered cumulatively or alternatively, in addition to other criteria: 

I – the status as first offender; 

II – the seriousness of the violation in relation to the effects generated, or that may 

generate, to third parties; 

III – the recidivism of violation of the same nature; 

IV – the contumacy in the practice of administrative violations. 

Paragraph 4. The penalties may be imposed cumulatively with other sanctions. 

Paragraph 5. The daily fine shall be maintained and charged until the event that caused 

its imposition is settled, and it shall not surpass the maximum term of sixty days. After 

said term, penalty of suspension of the activities shall be imposed for term that shall 

not surpass thirty days. 

Paragraph 6. In case the event is not settled within the terms set forth in Paragraph 5 

of this Article, the Federal Executive Department shall be informed for the 

cancellation of the accreditation. 

Paragraph 7. The fine shall be also imposed to individuals who, in the capacity of 

partners or managers of the establishment, performed illegal acts to the detriment of 

the legal system of games of fortune or directly or indirectly contributed to the 

violation of this Act. 

Article 37. The company and its managers shall be civilly, criminally and 

administratively responsible for the irregular exploitation of games of fortune. 

 

Chapter V 

Crimes and Penalties 

 

Article 38. To exploit games of fortune without accreditation: 

Penalty – detention, from three months to one year, and fine. 

Article 39. To defraud, adulterate or control result of game of fortune or pay its prize 

in disagreement with the law: 

Penalty – detention, from six months to two years, and fine. 

Article 40. To allow the participation of individual younger than 18 years old in game 

of fortune: 

Penalty – detention, from three months to one year, and fine. 

 

Chapter VI 

Responsible Gambling  

 

Article 41. The Union shall conduct educational campaigns in order to make the 

population aware of the risks related to games of fortune and stimulate the formation 

of support groups. 

Article 42. The Regulation shall establish limits and restrictions to the commercial 

advertisement of games of fortune and establishments that exploit games of fortune. 



 

Article 43. The access of compulsive gamblers to games of fortune shall not be 

allowed, as long as said condition lasts, while their names are included in record 

specifically created for such purpose. 

Paragraph 1. The sole purpose of the registration referred to in the caput shall be to 

prevent or limit the access of the person included in said record from/to betting in 

games of fortune provided for in this Act. 

Paragraph 2. The registration referred to in this Article shall only be made as a result 

of pathological compulsive attitude in relation to games. 

Paragraph 3. The registration may be made voluntarily, by the compulsive gamblers 

themselves, or as a result of judicial order in action filed according to the provisions 

set forth in Articles 747 et seq. of the Act 13.105, dated March 16th, 2015 (Brazilian 

Code of Civil Procedure). 

Paragraph 4. The registration renders the individual incapable of performing any act 

related to games of fortune in establishments or virtual environment, including the 

access to betting establishments with immediate result, throughout all national 

territory. 

Article 44. All entities of the financial system, including factoring and credit card 

entities, shall not be allowed to conduct financial transaction with companies or 

electronic sites on the Internet that exploit games of fortune not duly authorized, 

pursuant to the provisions set forth in this Act, under penalty of application of 

administrative and criminal penalties set forth hereunder. 

Sole Paragraph. The companies accredited to exploit games of fortune shall not be 

allowed to offer any sort of financing to the gambler, whether directly or indirectly. 

 

Chapter VI 

Rights and Duties of the User 

 

Article 45. The user of the services referred to in this Act have the right: 

I – to access service with quality standards and regularity suitable to their nature; 

II – not to be discriminated in relation to the conditions of access and enjoyment of 

the services; 

III – to suitable information on the conditions of the provision of the services; 

IV – to free access to the service provided in public system, except due to good cause; 

V – to have the complains answered by the provider of the services; 

VI – to submit petition against the provider of the service to regulatory bodies and 

consumer protection organizations; and 

VII – to reparation of damages caused as a result of the violation of his rights. 

Article 46. The user of game of fortune services has the duty to: 

I – suitably use the services and items of equipment to which he has access; 

II – respect the properties of the company authorized to offer the activities to the 

public in general; 

 III – inform to the authorities irregularities occurred and illegal acts committed by the 

entity that provides gambling services in any of its modalities. 

 

Chapter VII 



 

Final Provisions 

 

Article 47. According to the provisions set forth in the Regulation, between no less 

than fifty percent (50%) and seventy percent (70%) from the total of the resources 

collected with the animal game, bingo and electronic games shall be allocated for the 

prizes, and said percentage shall include portion corresponding to the Income Tax and 

other possible taxes levied upon the value of the prize granted. 

Article 48. The competent body of the Federal Executive Department shall establish, 

according to the provisions set forth in the Regulation, the accessory tax obligations 

related to taxes and contributions administrated by it and levied upon the activity 

provided for in the Article 2 of this Act, and also establish the requirements of the 

data processing electronic system for tax control and tax concentrating equipment. 

Article 49. The Federal Executive Department shall be allowed to determine, 

according to the provisions set forth in the Regulation, that the establishments 

accredited to exploit games of fortune interconnect their betting control systems to 

the competent tax authority, so as to ensure the continuous monitoring in real time of 

their activities. 

Article 50. The Union, the States and the Federal District shall be allowed to establish 

partnerships to determine tax control requirements necessary for the inspection of the 

activity defined in Article 2 of this Act, pursuant to the provisions set forth in Article 

37, Subsection XXII of the Federal Constitution. 

Article 51. The Regulation may establish other conditions and requirements necessary  

for the accreditation and exploitation of games of fortune. 

Article 52. The lotteries, commercial promotions and philanthropy draws, and any 

other modalities of games of fortune regulated in specific laws are not subject to the 

provisions of this Act, and they shall observe said laws. 

Sole Paragraph. The draws carried out to grant prize for pre-purchase financing pools 

and savings certificate with lottery features shall be governed by specific regulation 

issued by the respective competent bodies. 

Article 53. The companies accredited to exploit games of fortune shall not be allowed 

to transfer the rights related to the respective authorization, except after the 

beginning of operation of the enterprise. 

Article 54. The managers and employees of companies accredited to exploit games of 

fortune shall not be allowed to: 

I – participate in the games of fortune they exploit; 

II – have their remuneration, or any portion of their remuneration calculated based on 

the amount of bets. 

Article 55. The permanence of person under eighteen years old in the establishments 

that exploit games of fortune shall not be allowed. 

Article 56. The companies accredited to exploit games of fortune shall not be allowed 

to: 

I – grant loans or financings, in any form, whether in domestic or foreign currency, or 

in conventional values that represent them; 

II – have access to tax benefits; 

III – receive loans or financings from official financial institutions. 



 

Article 57. Messages shall be placed, with emphasis, in the establishments of games 

of fortune on the possibility of addiction due to the disregard of moderation in the 

performance of the activity. 

Article 58. The Article 9 of the Act 9.613, dated March 3rd, 1998 shall take effect as 

follows: 

“Article 9. ............................................................................ 

......................................................................................... 

XIX – the legal entities accredited to exploit games of fortune.” (NR) 

Article 59. The Article 9 of the Act 12.865, dated October 9th, 2013 shall take effect 

with the inclusion of the Paragraph 7 and Paragraph 8 as follows: 

“Article 9. .................................................................................... 

................................................................................................... 

Paragraph 7. With observance of the guidelines issued by the National Monetary 

Council, the Central Bank of Brazil shall determine rules for the implementation of 

control mechanisms destined to prevent financial institutions that issue credit or debit 

cards, in addition to any payment institution, from authorizing transactions with credit 

or debit cards or digital currency with the purpose of participation in games of fortune 

by electronic means administrated by non-accredited company. 

Paragraph 8. With observance of the guidelines issued by the National Monetary 

Council, the Central Bank of Brazil shall determine rules for the immediate 

cancellation of transactions classified under the hypotheses set forth in Paragraph 7, 

and any transfer of sums between gamblers and suppliers shall be prohibited.” (NR) 

Article 60. The Act 8.134, dated December 27th, 1990 shall take effect with the 

inclusion of the following Article: 

“Article 18-A. The actual revenues resulting from games of fortune or bets on horse 

races obtained by individual, including the tax-free revenues, shall be subject to 

exclusive taxation at the aliquot of fifteen percent. 

Paragraph 1. For the purposes of this Article, actual revenue shall be the total value 

of the positive difference between the value expended with chips, registrations, bets 

or credits used and not awarded and the total value of the prizes credited to the 

gambler. 

Paragraph 2. The actual revenues resulting from game of fortune, skill game or bets 

on horse races shall be calculated according to the values accumulated in each 

operation of redemption, withdrawal or payment made in favor of the gambler. 

Paragraph 3. The tax shall be retained by the company that operates the game at the 

redemption, withdrawal or payment of the revenues and paid according to the form 

and terms of the laws in force.” 

Article 61. The Article 12 of the Executive Order 1.598, dated December 26th, 1977 

shall take effect with the inclusion of the following Subsection V: 

“Article 12. .................................................................................... 

.................................................................................................. 

V – the total of sales of chips, registrations, credits or bets less the total value of the 

prizes credited or paid to the gamblers, in the game of fortune operations. 

........................................................................................” (NR) 



 

Article 62. The Article 10 of the Act 10.833, dated December 29th, 2003 shall take 

effect with the inclusion of the following Subsection XXXI: 

“Art. 10. .................................................................................... 

................................................................................................... 

XXXI - the revenues resulting from the exploitation of games of fortune. 

........................................................................................” (NR) 

Article 63. The Article 8 of the Act 10.637, dated December 30th, 2002 shall take effect 

with the inclusion of the following Subsection XIV: 

Article 8. ....................................................................................... 

.................................................................................................. 

XIV – the revenues resulting from the exploitation of games of fortune. (NR)” 

Article 64. The Article 8 and Article 9 of the Act 7.291, dated December 19th, 1984 

shall take effect as follows: 

“Article 8. The bets in horse races may be made in racetrack establishments or 

facilities, in the headquarters of the race entities, agencies and by means of agents 

duly accredited or online, by means of transmission of horse races of any racetracks 

worldwide.” (NR) 

“Article 9. The horse race entities shall be allowed to maintain agencies and agents 

accredited in other Municipalities, by means of partnerships with similar entities 

established in the respective Municipality. 

................................................................................................... 

Paragraph 2. The virtual horse races, video game and video bingo not connected to the 

result of horse races in the facilities of the tracks is hereby authorized, according to 

the Draw Plan approved by the Economic Monitoring Department (SEAE). 

Paragraph 3. The percentage of one point five percent (1.5%) of the difference 

between the general amount of the bets resulting from the modalities described in the 

Paragraph 2 of this Article and the prizes paid to the winning bets shall be allocated 

to pay the prizes owed to horse owners, breeders and professionals related to the 

animals classified in each race.” (NR) 

Article 65. The Act 7.291, dated December 19th, 1984 shall take effect with the 

inclusion of the following Article 7-A: 

“Article 7-A. Other forms of contests may be adopted by the Ministry of Agriculture, 

Cattle Breading and Supply.” (NR) 

Article 66. The Article 56 of the Act 11.941, dated May 27th, 2009 takes effect with 

the following inclusion: 

“Article 56. .................................................................................... 

.................................................................................................. 

Paragraph 1. The provisions set forth in the caput of this Article applies also to the 

prizes paid as a result of the exploitation of fixed-odds games.” (NR) 

Article 67. Art. 32 of Decree-Law No. 204, of February 27, 1967, shall become 

effective with the following inclusion: 

"Art. 32. State and district lotteries are guaranteed rights similar to those granted to 

the Union in respect of the operation of the lottery services, forecasting contests, 

sweepstakes and commercial promotions within their respective territories. "(NR) 



 

Article 68. The Articles 50 to 58 of the Executive Order 3.688, dated October 3rd, 1941 

(Statute for Misdemeanors); the Executive Order 6.259, dated February 10, 1944, the 

Executive Order 9.215, dated April 30th, 1946; the caput of article 1º of the Executive 

Order 204, date February 27, 1967 and Article 14 of the Act 7.291, dated December 

19th, 1984, are hereby revoked. 

Article 69. This Act shall take effect on the date of its publication, and it shall produce 

effects as of the first day of the fourth month following its publication. 

32.  

 

 

 

*** 

 


